
 

1. Easy Photo Movie Maker is a perfect photo to video converter, which can convert almost all popular
image formats to video formats like avi, divx, mpeg, mov, wmv, mp4, 3gp and other popular video
formats. 2. Easy Photo Movie Maker is able to convert RAW files and supports 14 popular RAW
format, including Canon, Nikon, Olympus, Pentax, Sony, Fuji, Sigma, etc. (Please try the free demo
version first.) 3. Powerful video editing function is added, users can easily edit the parameters of any
video clip or audio file, add special effects to make the video clearer, add the text and graphic overlays,
rotate the video, crop the picture, add watermark, or add special effect (please refer to the wiki for the
special effects list). 4. Easy Photo Movie Maker is compatible with the 32bit and 64bit system. 5. Easy
Photo Movie Maker is equipped with the powerful functions of batch conversion, and you can convert
multiple photo or video clips simultaneously. 6. Easy Photo Movie Maker has user-friendly interface.
Features: 1. Photos to video converter. It can convert RAW files to AVI, MOV, MP4, WMV, etc.
videos. 2. RAW photo and video converter. It can convert RAW and JPG files. It can also convert RAW
files to other common video formats. 3. Batch conversion. It can help you quickly convert multiple
photo or video clips in one click. 4. Powerful video editing function. Users can easily edit the parameters
of any video clip or audio file, add special effects to make the video clearer, add the text and graphic
overlays, rotate the video, crop the picture, add watermark, or add special effect (please refer to the wiki
for the special effects list). 5. It can support RAW files (Pentax, Canon, Nikon, Olympus, Pentax, Sony,
Fujifilm, Sigma, etc.) and other popular formats (AVI, WMV, MP4, MOV, MPEG, MKV, 3GP, etc.).
6. RAW photo and video converter. It can convert JPG files to RAW files. 7. User-friendly interface.
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KeyMacro easily integrates into the operating system and its keyboard shortcuts. It allows to record
keyboard events and keystrokes. Keymacro has the following features: - Record all keystrokes and
events. - Keyboard shortcuts are supported. - Keys can be pressed or activated by double-click. - Able to
record the mouse cursor position and the cursor key state (pressed or not). - Able to remember the
settings in a later launch. - Able to play recorded macros back. - Able to play recorded macros. - Able to
edit existing macros or create new ones. - Able to filter the macros by name. - Able to search for
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